• What one/two/three things do you consider “most important” during an interview? **Presentation of self and professionalism of interviewees responses.**
  
  On a resume? **Work history and Education.**

• Is there ONE after high school/college class that you think is the MOST important? **Math and communications.**

• What does your business do/make/service provided? **We provide fresh made Coffee, Espresso drinks, Crème freeze, Blast energy drinks, and Redbull Mocktails. For food we provide fresh muffins, cookies, donut holes, and Bragel sandwiches.**

• Where are you located, and do you have more than one location? **We are located in the Family Fare Shopping Center at 5401 N Us 23, Oscoda.**

• What is the starting wage for which positions? **Barista starting wage is $12.00 per hour.**

• What types of skills do you think it’s important for your employees to have? **Very good communication and people skills.**

  • How many employees do you have? **32**

• How often are you hiring new employees or approximately how many new employees have you hired in the last year? **We are a brand-new business, so we have hired 32 employees in total thus far.**

• Does your company/agency have a 2027 goal it is striving for? **Our goal is to be able to continue supporting our community in as many ways as possible.**

• Do you have any current job openings? **We are accepting applications for Baristas. The position can be applied for in the store or at Biggby.com.**